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Introduction
The Classroom Salon team charged us, the Salon Redux team, with redesigning the Classroom 
Salon website in order to increase student perception of value, to promote communication between 
professors and students, and to enforce good Flipped Learning practices. Over the course of 4 
months, we gathered domain information, performed user research, synthesized our findings, 
and created several prototypes that Classroom Salon can use as reference when redesigning the 
website.

Our design
From our research findings, we pursued two main solutions to make Classroom Salon more 
captivating, useful, and intuitive to its users. Firstly, remove modes as they currently exist, and 
replace them with implicit modes that enable/disable with time in accordance with Flipped 
learning practices. Secondly, we created a voice for Classroom Salon. This voice anthropomorphises 
the website, allowing it to be more pedagogical to its users and, when in combination with the 
workflow redesign, promote student involvement and best teaching practices. The rest of our design 
ideas can be found in the Process section.

Process
We began our research by familiarizing ourselves with existing products performing similar functions to 
Classroom Salon. We completed a competitive analysis and literature review. To collect concrete data 
about how people were using Classroom Salon, we interviewed past and present users of Salon as well as 
professors. This research provided the bulk of our data, and exposed many of the problems we set out to 
eliminate. We also performed a heuristic analysis, surfacing the pertinent usability issues. We synthesized 
this data into our findings and final designs.

Findings
The deepest problems we found can be classified into two main camps: usability issues and workflow 
issues. The usability issues, like confusing navigation, troublesome feature recognition, and sometimes 
cryptic design language, created a high barrier to entry for students. They saw Classroom Salon as a chore, 
and not as something that would benefit them. The workflow issues, like numerous modes of operation 
and non-pedagogical workflow, precluded students and professors from adhering to the Flipped classroom 
model—the underlying foundation of Classroom Salon.

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Increase student 
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INTRODUCTION Motivation    |    Roadmap

Overview
Classroom Salon approached our team with specific needs around making their product more 
usable. Their product has grown tremendously with many new features being added year after 
year. However, Classroom Salon has not had the opportunity to step back and examine how to 
make the product easy to use. Our team was tasked with improving how people can use Salon. 
Classroom Salon asked us to focus on two major things: student engagement and flipped learning. 
They wanted to increase student engagement with Classroom Salon by making it more enjoyable 
and useful for students. Classroom Salon also wanted us to refocus the interface to support Flipped 
Learning because Flipped Learning was part of the core vision of Classroom Salon. 

Hunt Statement
To research, test, and re-design Classroom Salon while focusing on increasing student engagement 
and perception of value, and promoting Flipped Classroom practices to foster better communication 
and feedback between students and professors.

MOTIVATION

This project focuses on 
two major things: 
student engagement 
and flipped learning.

Classroom Salon
Classroom Salon was conceptualized in 2008 by Ananda Gunawardena and David Kaufer. Both 
were professors at Carnegie Mellon University who wanted to create a platform that encouraged 
social reading within classroom environments. They also wanted a way for professors to measure 
student participation. The platform became a way for students to consume information provided 
by professors. Students could use the platform to discuss what they’ve learned with their peers. 
It’s different from a typical online discussion forum because students would be able to have 
discussions within a specific context. 

Flipped Learning
Flipped Learning is a movement pioneered by Jon Bergmann and Aaron Sams. The movement 
promotes a new framework to run classes. In a flipped classroom, students consume online 
lectures and reading materials outside of the classroom. Instructors can assess how much students 
understand the material, and can use the class to focus on concepts that students are struggling 
with. Classroom Salon can create opportunities for instructors to implement Flipped Learning 
within their classroom.
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What to do next
Based on our research, testing, and discussions with the Classroom Salon team, we recommend the 
following course of action to most efficiently redesign the Classroom Salon website.

Heuristic evaluation (digital appendix)
All of our interviewees expressed frustration, confusion, or total lack of understanding over several 
of the features and functions across the website. We have logged these issues, rated them by 
severity, and included them in the digital appendix of this report. Fixing these issues before the next 
release will greatly cut down on the student frustrations and prime the students and professors for 
the updated workflow and voice.

Interaction workflow (page 14) and personality (page 24)
To combat the confusing workflow that is present now in Classroom Salon, we recommend 
implementing our redesigned workflows: the streamlined, didactic document creation; and a more 
approachable and readable discussion. These updates will lower the barrier to entry for students 
and professors. Professors will be able to better use Flipped learning techniques by guiding 
them through document creation. In addition to the workflow, we recommend creating a Salon 
personality to create a connection between the users and the system. Students will contribute more 
to the discussion because our redesign is more approachable, inviting, and valuable.

ROADMAP

Visual redesign (page 20)
After the usability issues and workflow/personality updates, we recommend a visual redesign. 
Classroom Salon will be operating significantly differently from how it has been, and the visual 
style now appears dated and sometimes confusing. We have included a visual design in this report 
for guidance.

Advanced features and analytics (page 28)
After implementing the preceding changes, Classroom Salon will be, hopefully, generating copious 
discussions and large amounts of data about salon usage and document discussions. This big data 
will put Classroom Salon in an excellent position to collect and display users’ and documents’ 
emerging themes and properties. These interactive analytical features will provide stickiness, 
keeping Salon users coming back to see how their discussions have evolved.

INTRODUCTION Motivation    |    Roadmap

These interactive 
analytical features 
will provide stickiness, 
keeping Salon users 
coming back...
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Creating high fidelity prototypes
Validate our research and test our design with users, we created a high fidelity prototype. We 
created our prototype using web frameworks for two reasons. Firstly, using web frameworks 
like jQuery and Twitter Bootstrap allow for rapid development and iteration. More importantly, 
Classroom Salon is a web platform, so allowing our users to see and interact with our prototype 
in the same web environment or browser made them more comfortable navigating through our 
design.

Workflows present in the prototype
Our high fidelity, interactive prototype supports two main workflows: a professor publishing a 
document, and a student contributing to the discussion. Note that we did not implement video 
embedding workflow due to time constraints and its close similarity to the document creation 
workflow. The prototype interactions are documented in the Interactive Design Spec section
in the Appendix.

Document workflow (pages 16-17)
The document creation workflow forks into two branches: a step-by-step version and an expert 
mode. The step-by-step view guides professors through uploading a document, adding tags and 
prompts, and creating the document schedule. By guiding the professors through document 
creation, we enforce Flipped learning practices. For professors who are familiar with the document 
creation workflow, we provide an expert mode that combines all functionality into one page. This 
reduces the number of navigation steps required, and results in a quicker document setup time.

Discussion workflow (pages 18-19)
The discussion workflow consists of two parts. In the first, students can read the document, see 
and reply to their professor’s prompts, and create their own comments about the document. At 
this point, students can only see their own comments and the professor’s prompts. The second part 
of the discussion workflow occurs once the document is available for group discussion, as set by 
the professor in the document’s schedule. Here, students can see, filter, and sort all comments and 
contribute to the discussion. This schedule-based approach to document modes solves the plethora 
of mode switching issues, as we discuss in the Process section.

INTERACTION WORKFLOW

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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Document creation

Choose to upload a document or embed a video. The expert mode 
entry point is also available in the blue bar.

Upload a document file.

Add a title, edit the document, and add tags.

Set the document’s schedule.

Add prompts.

Publish the document when it’s ready.

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence

Student discussion

Individual participation. Students can reply to professor’s prompts 
and make their own comments, but cannot see others’ comments.

Replying to a comment.

Starting a discussion from text that the student has highlighted.

Highlight colors show the relative comment frequency across all comments in the document.

Group discussion mode. See all comments.

View comments as a nested list by default.
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In order to better convey the features of our interaction workflow and to provide suggestions for 
future interface revisions, we made two mock-up screens. Some of the key features are:

 -  a new color palette that can represent the personality 
 -  clear division of sections for better navigation
 -  the waterfall layout in the discussion navigator

VISUAL REDESIGN

The Design Style

The redesign uses some visual effects, 
like shadows and gradients to bring out 
different layers of the interface. These 
effects are common approaches for 
most education websites. Classroom 
Salon can use these design strategies 
to bring out the features that appeal to 
student users. 

Screenshot of current webpage

Visual redesign page of creating a new document (expert mode).

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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The Typeface
In order to design a clearer interface and present the profession of this platform, the typeface 
should be clean and modern. We decided to use Avenir, a sans-serif typeface for the whole design.
To bring out the hierarchy of different types of information (titles, texts, notes, etc.), we use different 
weights and sizes of the fonts, including Avenir 35 Light, Avenir 45 Book, Avenir 65 Medium.

The Color

The new color palette derives from the current design of Classroom Salon. We use a navy blue as 
the main color to convey a professional brand image for this collaborative learning platform. The 
other three colors are used as background color and most of the visual elements (e.g.: the scroll 
bar, the buttons, etc.). This color palette is bright and brings out the key functions in the page.

New color palette

Current color palette

Avenir 35 Light 
Avenir 45 Book

Avenir 65 Medium

The Visual Elements

We created basic visual elements in the redesign, including the buttons and the tabs. They are 
designed to work coherently with the overall interface.

Visual redesign page for group discussion feature.

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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Salon’s Personality
To help promote an effective pedagogy of the new workflow redesign, our team recommends 
the use of a “personality”. This element humanizes the interface, and can help users more readily 
forgive the limitations or frustrations they encounter when interacting with Salon itself.

Salon’s personality should be clear and concise, with a hint of authority, just like a professor. It 
should also be encouraging and forgive, as well as guide users, should any missteps occur. The 
voice of the personality should also stay casual, and inject bits of humor when appropriate.

Guiding with suggestions
Salon’s voice should not only provide users with directions, but suggest alternatives (should they 
exist) in a direct manner. For instance, when referring an individual to Expert Mode, Salon can say: 
“Think you know your stuff? Then click here to use our Expert Mode.”

PERSONALITY

Personality color

Design Suggestions

The Color
Whenever instruction or guidance needs to be present, it should appear in the call-out box, as well 
as the colors, presented on the left.

The Typeface
We endorse the use of Adobe Caslon because it is a well-known, and wonderful personification 
of an instructor. Regular should be the default font face, bold should be used for important 
information, and bold italic should be used to emphasize information.

Adobe Caslon Regular
Adoble Caslon Bold

Adoble Caslon Bold Italic

Text Inside guiding box

This is how text looks.

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence

Personal language
Salon should also utilize words that create a sense of personalization, such as “you” or “your”. For 
example, “Upload a file you want to talk about” or “Enter comments here for your students...”.

Standing out
We recommend utilizing a different font face for these tidbits of instruction. This will make the 
information more readily identifiable to the user. Please refer to the following design suggestions.
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Traits to Avoid
    Fluff
    Roundabout
    Contradictory

Best Traits
    Authoritative
    Supportive
    Mentoring
    Forgiving 
    Clear

Key traits of Classroom Salon’s personality

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence

We have already incorporated some guiding principles in the 
interactive prototype. Here are some screenshots of how we 
used some of these principles. For more details, please refer 
to the digital appendix.
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ANALYTICS
In the last phase of the project, Guna and David discussed how to better incorporate more data 
visualization features into Classroom Salon to facilitate flipped learning. Guna has already started 
experimenting with this and has made several prototypes to show its potential. We were excited to 
see these new features and their benefits to both the instructors and the students. 

Due to time constraints, we came up with a strategy on how to integrate analytics into the original 
system. The idea uses the “hot spot” feature in the discussion navigator where students can see 
the most discussed texts from the colored strips near the scroll bar. Our design is based on this 
functionality and presents more information to the user. 

From an information design perspective, the color strips represent the most popular passages as 
well as their location. This helps students to understand a passage and who participates in the 
discussion. To accomplish this, users will see a floating bubble once they hover over a color strip. 
The floating bubble will show information about the highlighted texts, tags, and participants. 

This bubble feature allows the students get to know the discussion instantly without having to go 
through the trouble of scrolling to the end of the document. It also invites students to jump into the 
discussion after seeing a glimpse of popular passages and contributing participants.

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence

Adding a way to visualize data in Classroom Salon by creating a 
floating bubble around the hot spot scroll.
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Visions
Based on the findings from our user interviews, we came to the following three visions.

To make Classroom Salon a more intuitive tool for students, we need to design an 
interface that has a single view with all the functionality.

Our research has shown that many instructors do not use Salon correctly. Their usage of 
Salon impacts their students negatively. Classroom Salon must enforce best practices by 
creating a workflow that promotes flipped learning.

Students we spoke with had trouble staying engaged with Salon. Salon needs to create a 
system that provides incentives for students to increase the quality of their posts.

EVIDENCE

Eliminate the difficult modes

Enforcing best practices

Incentives for students

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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We created five personas for our users:  a liberal art professor, a science teacher, a student that likes 
using Classroom Salon, a student that doesn’t care about using it, and a student that does not like 
using it. The personas represented the different users that exist in Classroom Salon and helped us 
determine what basic features the platform should support. 

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence

Personas
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DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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We used our personas to create two scenarios for both instructors and students. The goal was to 
gain a better understanding of liberal arts courses and science courses since our research focused 
on the two. The scenarios we created reflect the difference between a liberal arts course and a 
science course. Liberal arts users rely more on discussions within Salon and science courses use a 
mix of functionality like texts, videos and images. 

A sketch of a scenario for a liberal arts instructor.

Scenario for science courses

Instructor

Isabella Daniels is a biology teacher at Brentwood Middle School. She 
learned about Classroom Salon from a colleague who approached 
her about utilizing Salon in her classroom. Isabella agrees to use it 
because she thinks that her students will love it.

It’s a Monday, and Isabella wants her students to learn the ecology 
system using a Khan Academy video. Ideally, her students will watch 
the video and have at least a decent understanding of the concept by 
class time on Wednesday. 

She logs into Classroom Salon and creates a video for students to 
make comments about and answer questions.These questions serve 
as a homework check and as stepping stones to help students’ 
understanding. Isabella wants her students to answer her questions 
and make at least one comment by Tuesday. 

On Tuesday, the comments will be visible to everyone. The students 
must then vote on at least one comment and optionally make more 
comments by Wednesday.

On Wednesday morning before class, Isabella logs into Classroom 
Salon to view what her class has done on Salon so that she can 
create the curriculum for the day. She learns which students have 
watched the video, responded to the questions, and commented/
voted. She selects the top rated comments and tailors her class 
lecture around issues she sees in the comments.

Student

Jeremy’s math instructor has told his class to watch a video using 
Classroom Salon. He goes home that day and sits at his computer. 
He checks his email as usual, but this time he sees the link his 
teacher has sent him to join Salon. 

He logs onto Salon and answers questions from his instructor as 
he watches the most recent video. The video will stop and show a 
question from the instructor relevant to what he’s just seen. 

After watching the video, he realizes he didn’t fully understand 
one of the points made in the video so he adds a comment asking 
for clarification. He navigates to a part of the video he is confused 
about and tags his comment appropriately (#imconfused). 

On Tuesday, he sees everyone else’s comments, and votes on 
comments that he feels strongly about. He really loved the video, so 
he replies to some comments from his classmates. He offers advice 
or supports points that he strongly agrees with. 

On Wednesday, he participates more in class because he is familiar 
with the discussion that has been happening on Salon.

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence

Scenarios
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Scenario for liberal arts courses

Instructor

Matthew is an English professor in university and is preparing for 
his rhetoric class during the winter break. He creates the syllabus 
for the whole course and then he logs into Classroom Salon to 
create a new salon. He’s been using this online platform for two 
years, but still finds it a bit clunky to work with.

Mathew creates a new document in the salon and uploads one of 
the articles to the page. After uploading the article, he ensures that 
the article has the correct formatting in Salon. 

He creates some tags for this article and creates some questions 
for students to think about when reading. It takes him three days 
to update and edit all the readings. 

When the new semester begins, he introduces Classroom Salon to 
his students. He shows the students the main features of Salon, 
including annotation, comments and discussion navigator. 

Later that evening, Classroom Salon sends him some notification 
emails showing some comments that students have made. He 
reads the comments and checks the analytics on Salon to see what 
topics his students are gravitating towards.

Student

Stephanie is an economics major in graduate school. Her professor 
uses Classroom Salon for the 20th Century World Economy class. 
Stephanie’s class uses Salon to view readings for the course, answer 
questions, and start discussions about what they’ve read.

After the first class, Stephanie reads the article and answers questions 
from her professor using Classroom Salon. She highlights sentences 
that interest her and make comments for each passage. 

The second day, she receives an email notifying that some of her 
classmates have made comments on her answers. She logs into the 
system and reads her classmates’ replies. Some of her classmates 
agree with her points, while others point out that comments can 
be improved if more perspectives can be included. She responds on 
Salon to some of her classmates’ points.

The next day in class, her professor chooses some discussion threads 
and presents them to the entire class. Stephanie’s comments form the 
basis for the discussion for the day. She and her classmates engage in 
a more in depth discussion of the material and come up with several 
insightful points about the literature they had read.

DESIGN Interaction Workflow    |    Visual Redesign    |    Personality    |    Analytics    |    Evidence
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PROCESS Domain Knowledge    |    Field Research    |    Heuristic Evaluation    |    Prototypes

The Salon Redux team devised a research plan we believed would be best employed in our problem 
space.  Our initial round of research began with a literature review and competitive analyses, 
to help us better understand the problem space. We also went into the field and performed 
contextual inquiries and think-alouds with Salon users. In the midst of all this craziness, we were 
also able to attend a conference and conduct a whiteboarding session, as well as an I like/I wish 
session with professors from across the nation, the founder of Flipped Learning, and the founder 
of Salon. Finally, our team completed a heuristic evaluation of the current interface and provided 
recommendations for improvement.

 

DOMAIN KNOWLEDGE
Our preliminary research allowed us to better understand the 
difficulties inherent in designing e-learning systems. Our field 
research gave us deeper insight into the motivations and challenges 
our users faced when interacting with the Salon platform.
 
Once we gathered this data, we synthesized it using an affinity 
diagram. We created two separate affinities—one for professors, 
and one for students. This was beneficial to our team because it 
allowed us to compare and contrast corroborating or conflicting 
information from each type of constituent. Armed with this data, our 
team developed a high-level vision to guide our design.

We took our redesigned interface and tested them with users in the 
field. We conducted several think aloud sessions with both students 
and professors. We took their suggestions and incorporated them 
as we continued to iterate on our paper prototypes. After this, our 
team created an interactive prototype. This was advantageous as it 
allowed our users to see the complex interactions we envisioned as 
part of the user interface. This also allowed us to test remotely and 
increase our reach. 

Overview

Academic Articles for Literature Review

Competitors for Competitive Analysis

Contextual Inquiries and Think-Alouds

Rounds of Interviews with Professors

Rounds of Interviews with Students

Conference Workshop 

Post It Notes for Brainstorming

Affinity Diagrams in Synthesis Stage

Pages Heuristic Evaluation

6

5

15

3

13

Initial Round of Research

1

1000+

2

87
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Classroom Salon is positioned differently from any educational collaboration tool out there 
today. Classroom Salon is not just an annotation tool that supports discussions, it is also a 
product that provides instructors with the ability to push students to collaborate outside of the 
classroom and easily assess what concepts students struggle with in the classroom. Classroom 
Salon is also uniquely positioned to help instructors easily adjust their curriculum to meet student 
learning needs. We examined the competitive space for Classroom Salon and found several major 
competitors: Highlighter.com, Google Drive, Wikispaces, and Coursera. Of these competitors, 
Highlighter is Classroom Salon’s strongest competitor because it positions its strong annotation 
features towards classrooms and its focus on student groupings. However, Highlighter does not 
have strong support for discussions and annotation privacy settings. 

PROCESS Domain Knowledge    |    Field Research    |    Heuristic Evaluation    |    Prototypes

Competitor Matrix

Annotating 
Documents

Content 
Management

User 
Analytics

User 
Discussion

Embedded 
Videos

User 
Groupings

Scheduled Privacy 
Settings

Classroom 
Salon

Highlighter

Google Drive

Coursera

Wikispaces

Legend                                                 

Competitive Analysis

Non-existent Poor Good
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Introduction: Why we need a literature review?
 
Because we were redesigning an e-learning interface, our team completed a literature review to 
obtain a better understanding of the e-learning space. We explored papers that examined online 
learning, and how the recent utilization of this space affects collaboration and education. Primarily, 
we were investigating the advantages and disadvantages of currently existing platforms. The 
background knowledge gained from this literature review gave us insight into items we would have 
to take into account when redesigning an existing e-learning interface.
 
Literature Review: What we learned 
 
Online learning allows students to collaborate remotely. The fact that this learning is done in 
a virtual space takes away the physical constraints of a classroom. This fact alone creates a 
“decongestion of overcrowded education facilities, support for students or teachers who live far 
away from schools and universities, and adult education” (Ardito 195). Thus, it opens collaboration 
to a wider range of audiences, as well as a larger number of them—this is both beneficial and 
challenging.

PROCESS Domain Knowledge    |    Field Research    |    Heuristic Evaluation    |    Prototypes

Because of an e-learning system’s ability to draw in a broader audience, a designer must consider 
“their different characteristics, such as cultural background, technical experience, technological 
equipment, and physical/cognitive abilities” (Ardito 195). This circumstance serves to explain why 
e-learning platforms fall victim to a “high level of customization […], usually offering a wide range 
of configuration options at the admin level, the tutor level and the student level” (Martin http://
www.adenu.ia.uned.es).  This need to consider the constraints inherent in designing for a wider 
audience means focusing more on usability, rather then flexibility, as “flexibility [negatively] affects 
the overall usability of the system” (Martin http://www.adenu.ia.uned.es). 
 
Another phenomenon of online learning is that the virtual space allows time to expand.  This 
expansion of time promotes discussions that are “more specific and detailed, more open to critical 
challenges, and disagreement, and [have a] greater potential for integration and resolution” 
(Garrison 30). These deeper discussions take place because students have more time to reflect 
on what they have learned, which is “not possible in the fast and free flowing face-to-face 
environment” (Garrison 25). However, as Volery cautions, “it is not [only] the technology, but the 
instructional implementation of the technology that determines the effects on learning” (218). It 
is important that instructors properly utilize the platform to model appropriate facilitation skills to 
guide conversation and engage students—the instructor “must have good facilitation skills if the 
community of inquiry is to be sustained” (Garrison 27).

Currently, e-learning systems “lack pedagogical guidance, [have] ineffective evaluation procedures 
and usability issues” (Martin http://www.adenu.ia.uned.es). Understanding these facets are vital to

Literature Review
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our problem space, as they can affect a professor’s ability to correctly implement content, as well as 
a student’s engagement with his or her work on the e-learning platform. When designing for this 
type of system, it is important to acknowledge that the first interaction with the system occurs with 
the instructor. Therefore, developing pedagogical guidance through the utilization of a structured 
workflow for instructors is vital to increasing student engagement with a platform. Usability is also 
a key consideration for both end users, as research reveals that a “hard and tedious [interface can] 
potentially result in higher abandon rates” (Martin http://www.adenu.ia.uned.es). Raitman also 
states, “if a student is feeling lost, confused and consequently frustrated, then their learning will 
prove insignificant” (2005). Thus usability in this instance is closely tied to learnability.
 
In conclusion, when designing for an e-learning system such as Salon, we must effectively balance 
flexibility with usability. We must implement a clear pedagogical model in respects to how to an 
instructor should utilize the tool. And we must always consider the disparities between the diverse 
audience our tool aims to serve.
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Field Research

Our field research focused on Salon’s two main user groups: professors and students. We met 
with 3 professors and 13 students to understand how Salon could be improved to meet their 
needs today. All of the users we spoke with have used Salon within the last year. A majority of 
the students that we interviewed were using Salon in a class this semester. With each user, we 
conducted a semi-structured interview asking both general prepared questions as well as leaving 
time for open discussions about Salon. We also conducted think-alouds where we asked people to 
use Salon and verbalize their thoughts as much as they could.

Think Aloud Method

A method used to understand the usability of a product. Participants are asked to perform a set of 
predefined tasks. The participants are asked to think aloud as they perform each task. The purpose 
is to understand their perspectives and gain insights into their decision making process as they 
interact with the interface. 
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Students

We interviewed 13 students from Carnegie Mellon University, 
Villanova University, University of Pittsburgh, Grinnell College, and 
Dietrich College. There were a mix of undergraduate and graduate 
students. The focus of each interview was to understand how students 
usedSalon today and identify any breakdowns they have. 

Professors

We spoke with three professors from three different schools. One 
instructor teaches graduate-level courses at large universities. 
Another teaches math classes at a local high school in Pittsburgh. 
We also spoke with a professor at the University of Wisconsin who 
taught large undergraduate course. The purpose of each interview 
was to understand how instructors interacted with students using 
Salon. How much direction did instructors provide for Salon? How 
did instructors implement their assignments using Salon? What 
were some of the issues instructors had with Salon? These questions 
helped us understand how student engagement was impacted. 
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After the interviews, we pulled out the raw data and built into an affinity diagram. We did two 
rounds of synthesis: the first round is to identify the key findings from the interview; the second 
round is to decide our vision based on the findings.

Positive Feedback
From our research, we received positive feedback about Classroom Salon. As an online discussion 
platform, it helps the instructors better manage their class and keep track of the students’ 
performance. At the same time, students also benefit from the discussion with peers. In our 
interviews, some student users mentioned that Classroom Salon could be a place for people to 
voice their disagreements. Moreover, we find out that the main features of Classroom Salon make it 
a great tool for flipped learning practices. Some students agreed that reading and commenting on 
their peers’ work help improve their performances in the class. For students in liberal art major, they 
find Classroom Salon a useful tool for close reading.

 - Salon can be a place for people to voice their disagreements
 - Reading and commenting on peers’ work help improve students’ performances in class
 - Salon encourages close reading
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Problems Identified
The main problem for the students is that there are too many ways to perform tasks in the 
interfaces, especially the four modes in Classroom Salon. Problems surrounding the four modes 
including: 

 - Discussion navigator has usability issues;
 - It’s difficult to comment because it’s difficult to see all comments;
 - Icons of different modes are confusing;
 - Students don’t understand all the functionality in Salon;

The purpose of the modes is to help students focus on different tasks. For example, discussion 
mode is mainly for discussion, while in view mode, students can only read the document and the 
comments. But according to our interviewees, most of them could finish the task in one mode. 

We also found out how instructors use Classroom Salon affects students’ perception of it. Some 
students mentioned professors’ misuse of the tool lead them to use it in a certain way. Some 
graduate students mentioned the missing of “experts” in Classroom Salon. They would like to see 
more participation from the instructors.

Other problems that both the students and the instructors mentioned include UI and navigation of 
Classroom Salon are in need of improvement; it’s difficult to learn how to use the tool in the first 
place due to a lack of tutorial and supporting documents. 

Research Findings

“
                           ”

“
                           ”

“
          

                 ”

It’s a great tool for 
class discussion. 
Seeing others’ 
comments is helpful.

–– current student user

In order to correct a 
typo, I had to click all 
four modes to find the 
function.

–– past student user

I wish there was more 
guided questions. 
Maybe the instructor 
would put something 
up first, because 
sometimes it is just 
wallowing through 
people’s comments on 
random things…

–– current student user
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HEURISTIC EVALUATION

Our team performed a heuristic evaluation, in which we utilized Nielsen’s 10 Usability Heuristics for 
User Interface Design ( http://www.nngroup.com/articles/ten-usability-heuristics/ ). We took these 
heuristic principles and applied them to every part of Salon’s interface. We collectively unearthed 
171 violations. These violations ranged from purely cosmetic issues to larger issues that affected the 
overall usability of the system.

1 - Cosmetic problem

2 - Minor usability problem

3 - Should fix before next release

4 - Major usability problem

5 - Must fix as soon as possible

18%

35
%

32%

13%
4%

Usability problem pie chart
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From this breakdown, it can be seen that most issues are not in the 
level 5 severity category. However, the six that were rated at a critical 
level (5) should be addressed. Our full heuristic evaluation can be 
found on the flash drive that accompanies this book.

Moving forward, our team has 5 recommendations for Classroom 
Salon to consider:

(1) Ensure that all directional wording is consistent.

In our evaluation, we discovered that situations would arise in which 
the text that acted as ‘guides’ were incorrect. For example, when a 
user enters a Salon, they are notified of their membership in the Salon 
(Picture 1). However, when the user attempts to access a document, 
the banner tells them that they do not have access. The wording here 
contradicts itself by saying that the document is only available to 
members of this salon, and goes on to tell the user immediately after 
that they are a member.

(2) Ensure that all links go somewhere.

In this example, when a user attempts to click the links to access 
the document (colored blue above), nothing changes. Salon should 
always make certain that links point to the correct location.
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(3) Salon should give its users a way to edit their comments.

We found in our research that students and professors wanted a way to edit their text quickly in 
discussion navigator mode. This would help facilitate small changes, such as typos. However, as 
Salon currently stands, there is no way to do that from the Discussion Navigator (where they enter 
their text). This breaks the heuristic of giving users control and freedom and makes users frustrated 
with the interface, as well as more easily allow for users to let their mistakes to stay committed to 
the discussion.

(4) Salon should fix the filter mode to create the correct mental model.

Salon’s filter does not confirm to the standards of normal filters. Normally, when a user filters by 
a specific criteria, his or her mental model is that they will only see that particular item. However, 
Salon enforces the opposite.  For example, when a person filter’s by “People” and selects an 
individual’s avatar, the comments of the person they selected actually disappears. This can be 
initially daunting to a user, and can potentially cause frustration.

(5) Help users by preventing incorrect actions.

In the document manager, a user is allowed to enter a starting date that occurs after an end date. 
If this is allowed to publish, it can potentially cause a lot of problems in a user’s workflow. Salon 
should prevent this occurrence by notifying the user of their error immediately.
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Motivation
To make our prototypes as successful as possible, we created a concept map to help us fully 
understand our problem space, including Classroom Salon’s feature set, workflow, and information 
flow. The act of creating this concept map was just as valuable to us as the finished map. Creating 
it prompted us to think about what features were important, which ones were duplicated, 
and which ones only served to create confusion. The finished map allowed us to see how the 
components and stakeholders of Classroom Salon interact with each other, which validated our 
visions and guided us through the prototyping process.

Creation
When creating our concept map, we used our professor and student personas as a basis from 
which to enumerate all interactions that fell within our scope. We mapped things (e.g. people, 
locations, artifacts) as squares and actions as arrows.

PROTOTYPES
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Concept Map

In the prototyping stage, we first created a concept map to clarify the workflow in Classroom 
Salon; then we created three sets of prototypes for ideation and concept testing, including: two 
sets of paper prototypes and a high fidelity interactive prototype. 

Left: The Concept Map
Below : The Concept Map (detail)
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After the mid-term presentation, we started to make prototypes based on our visions and feedback 
from the clients. In the first two rounds of paper prototypes, we focused more on the overall work 
flow and the interaction among each interface.

We started with a rough wireframes to display the fundamental idea on the interfaces. The main 
features in this prototype include:

 -  Using tabs to show the four steps when instructors upload a document;
 -  The Combination of modals and pages;
 -  Separated pages for different file formats: documents and videos;
 -  Set individual task due date only.
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Paper Prototypes

Sample pages of the first set of paper prototype 
.
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The paper prototype for instructors, which are used for concept testing with 3 participants.

We used the wireframes as a tool to conceptualize our ideas. Based 
on our concept map and scenarios, there are two types of users: 
the instructors and the students. The needs of the instructors are a 
better workflow and course management, while for the students, they 
interact more often with the discussion navigator feature. So after 
three rounds of brainstorming and wireframing, we created a refined 
version of prototype and used it for concept testing. The prototype 
has two parts: the creating document prototype for instructors and 
the discussion navigator for students.

Highlights for the instructor prototype:
 - break down the workflow into three steps;
 - encourage a standard format for document creating;
 - emphasize the importance of tags, prompts and schedule.

Highlights for the student prototype:
 - combine of the four modes into one page;
 - introduce the voting system and leader board;
 - waterfall layout for discussion navigator.

The paper prototype for students.
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Issues with paper prototypes
After several iterations of user testing with paper prototypes, we quickly learned that this method 
was not well-suited to our process. Our design is very feature-rich. It has several entry-points and 
functionality that, in some cases, updates all on-screen information (e.g. sorting, expanding a 
comment thread). This feature richness caused our paper prototype to become unmanageable in 
size and prohibitively time-consuming to iterate. Additionally, a large portion of our design relied 
on the user’s interaction with the system. These interactions were lost to the users with the paper 
prototype.

Creating the high fidelity prototypes
To combat these issues, we created a high fidelity prototype. We created our prototype using web 
frameworks for two reasons. Firstly, using web frameworks like jQuery and Twitter Bootstrap allow 
for rapid development and iteration. More importantly, Classroom Salon is a web platform, so 
allowing our users to see and interact with our prototype in the same web environment or browser 
made them more comfortable navigating through our design.

Hi-fi Prototype

A sample screenshot of the high fidelity 
interactive prototype
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We tested both our wireframes and our interactive prototypes with students and instructors. The 
goal of these tests was to validate our designs and understand which parts of designs worked well 
and which didn’t. We focused primarily on the interactions people made with our prototypes. We 
performed a think-aloud for each test, giving each person a set of tasks to perform and asking them 
to verbalize as they interacted with the prototype. We had 3 iterations of the paper prototype and 
3 iterations of the interactive prototype. The changes we made within each iteration were based on 
feedback that we had received from people. 
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We tested users with an interactive prototype that we developed.

Field Validation
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The Carnegie Mellon Human-Computer Interaction Institute is an interdisciplinary community of 
students and faculty dedicated to research and education in topics related to computer technology 
in support of human activity and society. The Master’s program is a rigorous 12-month curriculum 
in which students complete coursework in programming, design, psychology, HCI methods, and 
electives that allow them to personalize their educational experience. This was a semester-long 
course in which students participate in a substantial project with an industry client. 

The course curriculum is structured to cover the end-to-end process of a research and development 
product cycle, while working closely with an industry client on new ideas that may work with their 
existing human-to-machine technology. The goal of this 16-week course is to give each student the 
opportunity of a “real-life” industry project, similar to an actual experience in a research/design/
development setting.

Clients benefit from the innovative ideas produced by the students, to fix existing systems or reach 
into new markets. 

For questions about the content, or to learn how to sponsor a project, please contact:

 Jenna Date, Associate Teaching Professor
 jdate@cmu.edu

 Human-Computer 
 Interaction Institute
 Carnegie Mellon University
 Pittsburgh, PA

ABOUT HCII

This independent small group study is a pilot course. In the course, students follow a design process 
focused on the customer/user, but with the interest of the client at heart. The clients for the projects 
include startups in Pittsburgh and some organizations from the academia. The students in the course will 
team up and help the client to help them create a foreseeable future for their business.

Students will go through the whole design process of research, findings analysis and synthesis, visioning 
and direction setting and then designing, building and rapidly testing the finished prototype in the field.

Small Group Study
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Jenn has a Bachelors’ in History, with minors in Chemistry and 
Sociology from the University of California, San Diego.  Prior to 
pursuing her Master’s degree in Human-Computer Interaction, she 
served as the Information and Digital Media Coordinator for the UC 
San Diego Libraries, where she taught courses and developed a love 
for teaching. When she grows up, she is pursuing a career as a user 
experience designer, so she may continue to promote the concept of 
design thinking wherever she is at.

Joy has a BA from Sun Yat-sen University in China. She has been 
working as a designer in an educational non-profit organization and 
a part-time translator, where she finds her interests in communication 
design . As a master major in Communication Planning and 
Information Design, she further explores different ways to convey 
complex information, including the emerging new technologies as well 
as traditional handcraft. 

Parker has a BS degree in Computer Science and Mathematics from 
Vanderbilt University. Before arriving at CMU, he worked on two web 
startups where he found his passion for user interaction design. He 
loves web development and putting his Human-Computer Interaction 
degree to practice in the web domain.

Jonathan is a designer, researcher, and software engineer. After 
graduating from the University of California Berkeley with a dual 
degree in Computer Science and Economics, he worked as software 
engineer in San Francisco.

Parker Bossier Jonathan Chan

Joy Chen
Jenn Tran
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The Outlook

We positioned Classroom Salon within the field of educational collaboration tools. According 
to online research, the basic functions for educational collaboration tools are: transferring files 
and documents, group/project management, chat/Q&A, annotation and highlighters, graphs and 
drawing boards and making multimedia posters and pages. According to the main functions of 
Classroom Salon, we positioned it as a tool mainly for annotation and highlighting. The competitor 
for this category is Highlighter.

For the redesigned website, one of our main goals is to improve the student experience, so it 
is worthwhile to compare Classroom Salon with tools that are used by other CMU faculty and 
students. They are PBworks, wikispaces, Blackboard, Piazza, Autolab, Moodle, etc. We select some 
of these tools for feature analysis.

COMPETITIVE ANALYSIS

Six Functions 
Transferring Files 
and Documents

Wikis, Blogs and 
Group/Project 
Management

Chat, Q&A
Annotations and 

Highlighters
Graphs and 

Drawing Boards
Posters and 

Pages

Examples
Google Drive, 

Dropbox, Black-
board

Edmodo, PBworks, 
Wikispaces, 
Wordpress

Piazza
Highlighter, 

Classroom Salon

Feature Analysis

In this part of the competitive analysis, we compared Classroom Salon with other online 
collaboration tools. We focused greatly on specific features, including the analysis of basic functions 
as well as user interface elements. From this comparison, we can see the strengths and weaknesses 
of Classroom Salon in the technical perspective, which can provide directions for the incoming user 
research.

This chart is presented on the following spread.
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[+] feature is present                [-] feature is not present                [?] Unclear

Feature/
Function

Real-time tracking 
of multiple users

Links for sharing 
documents 

Highlights specific 
annotations

Content 
management UI

Allows adding 
video

Allows 
spreadsheets

Edit documents 
after saved

Tracks analytics 
of user visits for 
owners of docs

Uploading 
documents

View other 
annotations

Control which 
annotations can 

be seen

Visually browse 
pages

Approve annotations 
from students 

See all annotations in 
single view

Classroom 
Salon

- + + + + - - + + + - - + +

Highlighter ? + + - - + - + + + + + + +

Google Drive + + - + - + + - + - - + - -

Wikispaces - - - + + + + - + - - - - -

PBwork - + - + + + + - + - - - - -

Edmodo + + + (teacher) + + (teacher) + (teacher) - - + - - + - -

Reference See Figure 6. See Figure 1. See Figure 2. See Figure 4 See Figure 5
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Classroom Salon

Google Drive
Google’s content managing UI is much more extensive and allows for more options to customize

Owners of a Salon/Document can view analytics

You can click the ‘Input’/’Output’ text to open an accordion view of the analytics for each.  It is not 
shown here because there were no analytics for the document I was working in.

You can highlight text to save, comment, or share the text.

You can view other annotations that have been highlighted.
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Users can manage which annotations they want shown on a page.
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Overview
- Explain who you are. You’re a CMU graduate student doing research.
- Explain that the purpose of this study is to improve Salon so that professors (and students) can  
use Salon more efficiently and benefit from features supporting flipped learning techniques.
- Talk about the study at a high level. 

You will begin by asking some general questions about Salon and about how the professor uses 
Salon. You will then be observing the professor use Salon. He should speak his thoughts to you in 
doing so. You will finish with asking “I like”/”I wish” questions and a card sorting activity.

General Background
Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?
Ask about the following:
 - School
 - Class
 - Previous Experience Using Salon

Specific Questions
- How do you currently use Salon?

 - What kind of assignments does he give?
 - Do students’ grades depend on Salon assignments?

INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS (INSTRUCTORS)
- How can Salon better serve the Flipped Learning model?
 - How can Salon better facilitate your lecture preparation?
- What are some major breakdowns that you see students having with Salon?
- What do you dislike about Salon and why?
- Do you see any value in using Salon? If so, what?
- Would you want to use Salon for another class in the future?

Observation
- Observe the professor using Salon to prepare a lecture or gauge how well the students grasp the  
material in the class.
- Think Aloud/Contextual Inquiry

Activity
- I Like / I Wish:  Give the instructor five minutes to list all the  things that the he/she likes about 
Salon and all the things the instructor wishes for.

Wrap-Up
- Any last questions?
- Questions for us?
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Overview
- Explain who you are.
- Explain that the purpose of the study is to improve the student experience on Salon classroom 
(i.e. easier, more intuitive, and more rewarding/enjoyable) .
- Talk about the study at a high level. You will begin by asking some general questions about Salon. 

You will then be observing the student perform an assignment on Salon. He should speak his 
thoughts to you in doing so. You will finish with asking “I like”/”I wish” questions and a card 
sorting activity.

General Background
- Can you tell us a little bit about yourself?
- Ask about the following:
 - School
 - Class (using Salon)
 - Year
 - Previous Experince Using Salon

Spencific Questions
- Can you introduce me to the product like I’ve never heard of it before?
- Describe the requirements the professor has around using Salon.
- Do you see any value in using Salon? If so, what?

INTERVIEW PROTOCOLS (STUDENTS)
- Would you want to use Salon for another class in the future?
- What other tools do you use in class for collaboration besides Blackboard?
- How much did you participate?
 - Are your grades dependent on participation?
 - How do others’ participation affect how Salon impacts you?
 - Do you feel like your comments make an impact?

Observation
- Can you show me how you (would) use Salon for your class?
- Think Aloud/Contextual Inquiry

Activity
- I Like / I Wish:  Give students five minutes to list all the things he/she  likes about Salon and all 
the things the student wishes for.

Wrap-Up
- Any last questions?
- Questions for us?
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The following pages contain screenshots of our prototype’s document creation workflow with 
callouts annotating important interactions.

Document creation

Opens a document upload dialog box.

Navigates the user to expert mode.

INTERACTIVE DESIGN SPECIFICATIONS
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Entering text and clicking “Add” or 
pressing ENTER will add a tag.

Steps 2 and 3 are inaccessible.

Clicking “Save draft” will show the 
message below and save a draft.

Document is editable.

Prompts change appearance when 
saved for visual confirmation.

Step 1 is now accessible. Step 3 is still 
inaccessible.
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Start date/time defaults to now. End 
date/time defaults to 24 hours later.

Start date/time defaults to the 
individual ending date/time.

Unchecking this box allows the user 
to set an ending time for the group 
discussion.

Select a Salon to publish to via the 
dropdown.

Steps 1 and 2 are now accessible.

Checking this box clears and disables 
the “Individual work time” date and 
time selection.

Setting the time and date.
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The following pages contain screenshots of our prototype’s discussion workflow with callouts 
annotating important interactions.

Discussion

Professor prompts are specially 
marked.

Clicking “reply” opens the reply box.

Displays the time remaining until 
group discussion starts.
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Discussion titles auto-populate from 
the tags the profesor creates for 
the document. Free-form tags are 
allowed.

When highlighting text, a “Start 
a discussion” button appears. 
Clicking that will allow you to start a 
disucssion. Heat map highlights appear when no 

discussions are (or a non-anchored 
discussion is) selected.

Upvoting a comment will change the 
text to “un-upvote”, allowing for 
error recovery.

Sort discussions by age, activity, or 
vote count.

Countdown banner disappears when 
group discussion is active.
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Shows and hides its child comments.

Child comments are indented one 
level. Subsequent children are further 
indented.

This comment is selected but not 
anchored, so the heat map highlights 
are visible in the document.

Selected, anchored discussion shows 
its accompanying text highlighted in 
the document.

Choose the discussions that are 
displayed.


